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U.S. Opportunities Strategy

Market Overview

posted the strongest gains. Meanwhile, more defensive and

During the quarter, equities and equity-sensitive securities, such

slower-growing sectors such as telecommunication services,

as convertible securities, delivered strong returns as investors’

utilities and consumer staples lagged the index. Materials led

demonstrated greater demand for stocks, reflecting measured

within the index with a 10.34% return, while telecommunication

but positive economic growth. U.S. equities, as represented by

services declined 4.40% (the only negative sector return).

the S&P 500 Index, returned 5.24%, while convertible securities,

Performance Review

as measured by the BofA Merrill Lynch All U.S. Convertibles Index

The strategy outperformed the equity market due to a

(VXAO), returned 7.17%.

combination of positive sector allocations and relative security
selection versus the S&P 500 index.

Investors became more optimistic about the resilience of the U.S.
and global economic recovery. Despite the Fed’s deliberations

During the quarter, the areas that had the most significant impact

about reducing quantitative easing and simmering tensions in

on performance were:

Washington D.C., the market’s upward trajectory continued. The
equity markets rotated from defensive stocks to more cyclically

Energy. Security selection within the energy sector outperformed

oriented sectors and companies, with a focus on future growth

the index and contributed the most to performance. In particular,

potential rather than dividend income.

security selection within the oil-and-gas equipment-and-services
and integrated oil-and-gas industries proved advantageous. We

Sector performance within the S&P 500 Index was mostly positive

have emphasized the oil-and-gas exploration-and-production and

for the quarter. Market leadership favored cyclical sectors, and

oil services industries, as these areas offer attractive long-term

sectors including materials, industrials and consumer discretionary

growth opportunities that are relatively less tied to the price of
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Past performance is no guarantee of future results.
Data as of 9/30/13.

All portfolio positioning and sector information is for a representative portfolio. Please see page four for additional information.
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FIGURE 2. REPRESENTATIVE PORTFOLIO PERFORMANCE VERSUS S&P 500 INDEX

particularly given secular trends related to demand for innovations
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Attribution based on gross of fee performance with dividends reinvested. Performance attribution excludes any
government/sovereign bonds or options on broad market indexes the portfolio may hold.

Past performance is no guarantee of future results.
Source: Calamos Advisors LLC
Data as of 9/30/13.

innovation profiles.

Positioning
We have positioned the portfolio to reflect our constructive
market outlook and pro-cyclical stance. We are emphasizing
companies with strong growth fundamentals and increasing

underlying commodities. Given the recovery in global economic
growth and demand, along with the “shale energy revolution”
taking place in the U.S., we believe there are significant

returns on invested capital selling at reasonable valuations. We
are particularly focused on investment opportunities within
technology, financials, energy and consumer cyclical areas.

opportunities within the sector.
While we are cautiously optimistic that U.S. growth will
Telecommunication Services. An underweight allocation
benefited relative performance, as the sector significantly
lagged the overall index. We continue to selectively seek growth
opportunities in what is traditionally a more defensive, incomeoriented market sector.

Information Technology. Security selection within the sector
detracted from relative performance, while an overweight
allocation modestly contributed to performance, as the sector led
the index. The portfolio’s holdings within the communications
equipment industry lagged in particular. The portfolio’s
overweight reflects our continued belief that technology stocks
in general offer very attractive valuations and growth potential,

2

continue, we foresee periods of spiking market volatility
and therefore maintain a strong focus on risk management.
Given the potential for highly rotational markets, we are
actively managing sector exposures in conjunction with our
fundamental, bottom-up research.

Among positioning changes during the quarter, we marginally
increased the portfolio’s weight in pro-cyclical investments. We
added to allocations within the energy, industrials and technology
sectors. As stated above, we maintain conviction in these sectors,
having found businesses with sustainable competitive advantages,
strong revenue growth, and secular tailwinds fueled by innovation
and an expanding global consumer and revenue base.

All portfolio positioning and sector information is for a representative portfolio. Please see page four for additional information.
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FIGURE 3. SECTOR ALLOCATIONS VERSUS S&P 500 INDEX
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Source: Calamos Advisors LLC.
Data as of 9/30/13.
This strategy is actively managed. Holdings, weightings and allocations are subject to change daily. Sector weightings exclude cash or cash equivalents, any government/sovereign bonds or broad
based index hedging securities/options the portfolio may hold.

We reduced the portfolio’s weight in the consumer staples

economy, as it should lead to a more normal credit and lending

sector during the quarter, as we felt that the sector’s growth

environment. A resurgent U.S. housing market and financial

characteristics were beginning to slow and valuations had become

market gains are enhancing the wealth effect and boosting

expensive. Within the sector, we continue to be opportunistic and

consumption. Other positive forces in today’s economy include

seek companies that are better able to manage their businesses in

sustained consumer confidence, low inflation, improved balance

a slow-growth global economy and those positioned to capitalize

sheets and expansionary manufacturing activity. We expect policy

on increased global middle-class consumption.

uncertainty and market fluctuations will continue, but generally
improving economic data, attractive valuations and robust secular

Outlook
We remain bullish on equities and equity-sensitive securities,

trends support our active and risk-aware approach to accessing
long-term opportunities.

as valuations are reasonable, inflation and interest rates are
low, and fundamentals are strong. On the economic front, we
maintain a positive view and outlook and believe we are well

For a more detailed review of our macro thoughts, please read our latest
Economic Review and Outlook posted on www.calamos.com.

positioned for a shift from an income-oriented “yield centric”
market to one with a greater emphasis on capital appreciation
and growth. Mixed economic data and ongoing policy
uncertainty continue to provide the wall of worry stemming
outright optimism from investors.

With respect to accommodative monetary policies, we believe
less quantitative easing would ultimately be a positive for the
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Past performance does not guarantee or indicate future results. Current performance may be lower or higher than the
performance quoted. Portfolios are managed according to their respective strategies which may differ significantly
in terms of security holdings, industry weightings, and asset allocation from those of the benchmark(s). Portfolio
performance, characteristics and volatility may differ from the benchmark(s) shown.
The information portrayed is for the Calamos U.S. Opportunities Composite. Representative holdings and portfolio
characteristics are specific only to the portfolio shown at that point in time. Other portfolios will vary in composition,
characteristics, and will experienced different investment results. The representative portfolio shown has been selected by the
advisor based on account characteristics that the advisor feels accurately represents the investment strategy as a whole.
The opinions referenced are as of the date of publication and are subject to change due to changes in the market or economic
conditions and may not necessarily come to pass. Information contained herein is for informational purposes only and should not
be considered investment advice.
The information provided in this report should not be considered a recommendation to purchase or sell any industry, sector or
particular security. There is no assurance that any industry, sector or security discussed herein will remain in a client’s account at
the time of reading this report or that industry, sectors or securities sold have not been repurchased. The industries, sectors, or
securities discussed herein do not represent a client’s entire account and in the aggregate may represent only a small percentage
of an account’s holdings.
It should not be assumed that any of the securities transactions or holdings discussed were or will prove to be profitable, or that
the investment recommendations or decisions we make in the future will be profitable or will equal the investment performance
of the securities discussed herein.
Performance returns presented reflect, unless otherwise noted the Calamos U.S. Opportunities Composite which is an actively
managed composite investing in equity, convertible and high yield securities seeking long term total return through growth and
current income. The Composite includes all fully discretionary, taxable, fee paying accounts of $250,000 or more, including those
no longer with the Firm. All returns are net of commission and other similar fees charged on securities transactions and include
reinvestment of net realized gains and interest.
The BofA Merrill Lynch All U.S. Convertibles Index (VXA0) measures the return of all U.S. convertibles.
The S&P 500 Index is a market-value weighted index and is widely regarded as the standard for measuring U.S. stock-market
performance. Unmanaged index returns assume reinvestment of any and all distributions and do not reflect any fees, expenses
or sales charges. Investors cannot invest directly in an index.

Fees include the investment advisory fee charged by
Calamos Advisors LLC. Returns greater than 12 months are
annualized. All returns are net of commission and other
similar fees charged on securities transactions and include
reinvestment of net realized gains and interest. Chart Data
Sources: Calamos Advisors LLC.
Average annual total return measures net investment income
and capital gain or loss from portfolio investments as an
annualized average assuming reinvestment of dividends and
capital gains distributions.
Calamos Advisors LLC is a federally registered investment
advisor. Form ADV Part 2A which provides background
information about the firm and its business practices, is
available upon written request to:
Calamos Advisors LLC
2020 Calamos Court
Naperville, IL 60563-2787
Attn: Compliance Officer
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